November

Revelations

On Friday, November 11, our lovely new members (now new sisters!) finally found out who was showering them with presents and creepy Facebook posts, text messages, emails, letters or whatever other sneaky form of communication their respective bigs chose to use! This year, we had two sets of revelations. “Mini revelations” was held on Thursday night for the field hockey players who would have to miss revelations because of they were busy being baller in the NCAA Elite 8 Tournament!

Revelations were also done in a new fashion this year. Each little was given a balloon after she walked down the stairs at the House. Lauren Sless, one of our mystagogue chairs, popped the balloon which had inside it a drawing the little’s big had made for her. Bigs stood in a circle in the parlor, holding up drawings identical to the ones they made for their respective littles, while the little walked around the circle, trying to find the drawing that matched her the one she had. Of course, Bigs were too excited and often just lunged at their littles the second the balloon popped!

As usual, after Revelations, there were snacks and family pictures!
Initiation

On Saturday, November 12, 32 new members were initiated and became our new sisters! Afterwards, Alpha Delta Phi, Theta Chi, Phi Delta Theta, and Syncopasian as well as our ‘12s, ‘13s and ‘14s serenaded our new sisters!

Continuous Open Bidding

This year, Theta Omicron, as well as four of the six MIT sororities, did not reach campus total of 120 and therefore will be offering informal recruitment in the spring. Our new sisters will get a chance to recruit in a more casual setting before formal recruitment and will be able to encourage their unaffiliated friends to go Greek! Our new VP Recruitment, Anna Christensen, is already planning fun, casual events for informal recruitment!

NAME: CHRISTINE SOWA
Contact: cmsowa@mit.edu
Looking for a summer internship in transportation logistics in the USA or France. I have experience at Amtrak and WMATA.

NAME: KRISTINE KIM
Contact: knlkim@mit.edu
Looking for physician shadowing opportunities near Cambridge during IAP (January)

NAME: REBECCA ZHANG
Contact: ryzhang@mit.edu
Looking for internship opportunities near Cambridge in Course 3 or in anything Energy-related for Summer 2012

NAME: DIVYA CHHABRA
Contact: divyac@mit.edu
Looking for career advice regarding global health as well as internship opportunities in companies involved in global health solutions.

NAME: DIVYAC CHHABRA
Contact: divyac@mit.edu
Looking for a summer internship in transportation logistics in the USA or France. I have experience at Amtrak and WMATA.

NAME: KRISTINE KIM
Contact: knlkim@mit.edu
Looking for physician shadowing opportunities near Cambridge during IAP (January)

NAME: REBECCA ZHANG
Contact: ryzhang@mit.edu
Looking for internship opportunities near Cambridge in Course 3 or in anything Energy-related for Summer 2012

NAME: DIVYA CHHABRA
Contact: divyac@mit.edu
Looking for career advice regarding global health as well as internship opportunities in companies involved in global health solutions.